LCG® windows and partitions support minimalist and aesthetic design concepts, while providing the flexibility to use glass for privacy and projection when opaque, or to open a space when transparent.

Specifications

- Laminated and RetroFit LCG® Films for new and existing glass partitions
- Can be installed into IGUs, sliding or pivoting doors, floor to ceiling glass walls, accordion partitions, and double glazed designs
- Compatible with aluminum and wood modules, C, U, and T profiles or frameless butt glazed finishes
- Custom patterns, colors, sizes, and shapes
- LCG® black out partitions with SPD to block 99% of light (ideal for TV studios, and light sensitive rooms)

Features

- Provide privacy and transparency in one unit without add-on blinds or shades
- LCG® supports dispersion of natural light making spaces more open
- Saves space compared to traditional dry and studded walls
- Portable and temporary partitions allow spaces to be modular, saving time and money on renovations
- Minimalist, sophisticated, and aesthetic designs
LCG® is easily integrated into various types of fixed or movable partition systems, supporting an unprecedented combination of privacy, visibility, and high end design – all in one.

IGU and Acoustic Partitioning
Isolate or mitigate sound and ambient noise while providing extra value with switchable LCG®

T - Profiles
Create steel look and grid partitions instead of butt-glazing in large interior or exterior partition walls

U - Profiles
For the ultimate clean, minimalist, and simple partitions, in wet and dry spaces.

LCG® Move
A movable partition that personalizes space without commitment, nests for easy storage, and has a projection system for mixed whiteboard use, presentations, and advertising in commercial spaces

Panel 70VAC